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Seven (Short!) Sermons on the Transfiguration
Matthew 17:1-9

Some sermon themes are self-evident: Christmas sermons talk about Jesus’ birth; Easter

sermons about Jesus’ resurrection. But this transfiguration. What is this all about?

It’s not one of those major league Christian holidays is it? No Transfiguration carols or trees,

not Transfiguration bunnies bringing baskets and eggs. Now for those who keep track of such

things, Transfiguration Sunday is the last Sunday of Epiphany. Another churchy word, come

to think of it. Epiphany means “revealing” and it is the season after Christmas, which talks about

Jesus being revealed to the world. 

So what is revealed at the Transfiguration? We have almost an embarrassment of riches. I could

keep you here, glued to your seats for hours talking about the Transfiguration, but I’ll be

merciful. Now before we go any further, let’s remind ourselves what “Transfiguration” means.

It means to change the form or appearance of something, in our case, specifically the face of

Jesus, which suddenly glows with a bright white overwhelming light of incredible intensity. But

what does it all mean? That’s where our sermons begin. 

Sermon One. Sometimes Jesus leads us up to high mountains. You see, in the Bible, mountains

are where God often deals with us in decisive ways. God is God. He could have caused this to
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happen anywhere, but He chooses a mountain. And it’s an invitation for us to think of other

decisive mountains in our journey of faith. Mount Sinai, where the foundation, the beginning

of our moral code was given in the Ten Commandments. The Mount where Jesus gave us a

fuller understanding of God’s moral law in the Sermon on the Mount. 

The mount of Temptation, where Jesus must decide if he will serve God or something less. And

what is actually a hill, but called a mountain so we will know of its importance, Mount Calvary,

where Jesus dies that we might live. So this event, this transfiguration, takes place on a

mountain. It’s more than just another event; it’s important, it’s decisive in our understanding

of who Jesus is and who we are to be in response to him. 

Sermon Two. God has power and truth  beyond our understanding. Now this transfiguration

takes place six days later. After what? After Jesus has revealed to his disciples that he is going

to suffer, die, then rise from the dead. The problem is, the disciples, well Peter, had fixated just

on Jesus’ death. A dead Jesus was not what he had in mind. He could not bring himself to

believe that Jesus could really rise from death to life. So this transfiguration becomes a sign, a

symbol, a foretaste of God’s mighty power made known in Jesus Christ. 

When Jesus is transfigured he becomes something beyond what we would expect. For a
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moment, his body, even his robe,  is white bright dazzling with overwhelming divine power.

And so it is that Jesus will rise from the dead with a body which is his, yet somehow

transformed. In other words: we do not know Jesus unless we know Jesus died for us, but then

again we do not know Jesus unless we know Jesus is risen from the dead in power and glory.

If we believe Jesus is risen from the dead, then we live our lives with a sense of hope, rather

than despair.

Sermon Three. Jesus is the fulfillment of all God has promised in the Old Testament.  Suddenly

there are with Jesus the two great heroes of the Old Testament: Moses the law-giver, or more

precisely the law-receiver, who by the way used to himself shine with a special glow when he

was on Mount Sinai communing with God, and Elijah, the important prophet who, it was

believed, was to reappear when God got ready to fulfill his promises to Israel. So, the

Transfiguration implies that the great law of Moses now gives way to the greater law of Jesus.

A law written not on cold stone tablets, but on warm and responsive hearts. 

And the Transfiguration implies that all the prayers prayed through the centuries by the folks

of Israel, prayers offered during times of exile and distress, prayers beseeching God’s final

action, are to be fulfilled, not in Elijah himself, but to the one who stands beside Elijah, Jesus

himself. 
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Sometimes we Christians backslide, no not always into sinful behavior, but we backslide into

the old way of looking at things: we think our most important calling is to judge others

according to rigid moral codes; rather our most important calling is to show others the

transforming power of Jesus Christ. Our job is not to convict others of sin; our job is to share

with others the gracious love of Jesus Christ. 

Sermon Four. Often we say, “Don’t just stand there, do something.” Today, it is as if God might

be saying, “Don’t just do something, stand there.” Here’s Peter, well, along with James and

John, having been overwhelmed by this magnificent, miraculous event. And Peter, instead of

being still and knowing God is God, decides he has to do something: Lord if you like, I’ll make

three booths, one for you and one for Moses, and one for Elijah. 

Jesus doesn’t respond, but God does. Even as Peter is speaking, and missing the point if you

will, thinking that what is most important is to build something, God’s voice booms from

heaven: This event happens not so an altar or a booth or a dwelling might be built, but rather,

This (Jesus) is my son, my beloved, with whom I am well pleased... Listen to him! 

In other words, it is easier to worship Jesus than to follow him. And we cannot follow Jesus
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unless we listen to him. 

Sermon Five. God can scare us. That voice booms from the cloud, a voice telling the disciples to

listen to Jesus, but instead they fall to the ground in abject terror. We aren’t told why. But we

can speculate. To know we are in God’s presence is first to know we are unworthy and sinful

people. When God encounters Isaiah in the Temple, Isaiah responds,  “Woe is me! I am lost, for

I am a man of unclean lips, and I live among a people of unclean lips; yet my eyes have seen the King, the

LORD of hosts!” 

People who know me well tease me that I like to have clean windows in my car. I don’t care

if the car is messy inside or dirty on the outside, but I want my windows to be clean. And often,

I will think my windows are clean, until the sun shines on them, and then the streaks come to

life. And so it is spiritually. 

We can live thinking our lives are OK, our lives are good and upright and moral and don’t need

to be changed at all. But then as we take seriously what God expects of us, well then our hearts

don’t look so spotless. With fear and trembling we realize we have not yet arrived spiritually,

that sometimes we do look more at the speck in our neighbor’s eye and neglect the log in our

own. There can be an element of fear in our encounter with God as we realize our
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unworthiness.

But then, Sermon Six. Jesus comes to us again and again to tell us not to fear. An often overlooked

aspect of the story of Transfiguration is that just when the disciples are trembling with fright,

Jesus comes to them, touches them and invites them again: Get up and do not be afraid. And so

once again, even in this overwhelming, dazzling, blinding event, the real Jesus shines through:

as one who touches us in the midst of our sin and fear and invites us to get up once again (and

in Greek that word is related to resurrection in fact) and continue our journey. 

And so it could be that it is not the Transfiguration itself,  not the dazzling brightness of Jesus,

showing God’s power at work within and through him, that reveals Jesus in an ultimate way,

but rather, in his simple touch, his comforting words, and his invitation not to be afraid, of God

or our future or of anything else. It’s not Jesus’ dazzling brilliance, but his gentle touch that

gives the truest insight into God today.

Sermon Seven. Well, this is one that is not for me to preach with my words, but for you to preach

with your attitudes and actions. If the Transfiguration shows in a brilliant way God’s

incomprehensible power; if the Transfiguration reminds us that God is always about doing

more than we can ever imagine; if God’s ultimate power   revealed as Jesus touches us once
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again and invites us not to be afraid . . . then what sermon about Jesus will you preach as you

respond to his power in your life, his touch, his invitation, his command? Amen. 
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